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Just what is … 
Image Processing Workflow

1. Setting up the camera and capturing images 
2. Transferring images to a computer 
3. Importing images into a photo application 
4. Organizing and sorting images 
5. Post-processing images 
6. Exporting images 
7. Backing up images 
8. Printing or publishing images to the web 



1. In 1977 bought Canon A-1 and Canon F-1 
cameras and a pile of lenses and used them for 
30 years 

2. Took a lot of photos/slides.  Had wall-mounted 
screen and installed Kodak Carousel projector 

3. Took more photographs.  Stored slides in 120-
slide carousels and in many slide boxes 

4. Choked to death on a gazillion slides —  RIP! 

5. Quit taking slides.  Just couldn’t deal with 
“shoebox” management system . . . 

6. Until 2007 when I bought my first digital camera.

Workflow Background



7. In 2007 started taking digital photos and 
processing them on a computer system 

8. Started thinking about developing an optimum 
workflow and database management system so 
I wouldn’t … 

9. Choke to death again. 

Workflow Background



10. The intent of this review of my workflow is 
NOT to convince you to do what I do. 

11. My workflow works for me.  You may, or may 
not, need (or want) a workflow that works for 
you. 

12. The intent is to present a few procedures that 
may be useful for you to organize and 
maintain your photographic database and 
workflow. . .  

13. And avoid choking to death!

Workflow Background



1. Computer and hard-drive configuration 

2. Directory structure and file naming convention! 

3. Pre/During/After-shoot checklists 

4. Upload image data from camera to computer 

5. Process, save, backup, and export image data 

6. This review is hardware and software independent 

Image Processing 
Workflow



1. Computer and hard-drive configuration

-A:- 
SSD

-B:- 
2 Tb

Apple 
27-inch 

iMac 
(dual monitor)

-C:- 
Time Machine 

Backup 
3 Tb

-D:- 
3 Tb

-E:- 
3 Tb

SD & CF 
Card Reader



1. Computer and hard-drive configuration

-A:- 
SSD

-B:- 
2 Tb

-C:- 
Time Machine 

Backup 
3 Tb

-D:- 
3 Tb

-E:- 
3 Tb

SD & CF 
Card Reader

Drives A: & B: only are backed 
up to drive C: every hour

Apple 
27-inch 

iMac 
(dual monitor)



1. Computer and hard-drive configuration

Internal drive A: Solid State Drive (SSD): all 
applications including image editor, catalogs, and 
backup catalogs (faster performance) 
Internal drive B: All final photos in 4-level 
directories containing only permanent, original, 
image files 
External drive C: Apple Time Machine backup for 
drive A: & drive B: only (automatic every hour) 
External drive D: Temporary and permanent 
directories  
External drive E: Temporary and permanent 
directories



2. Directory structure and file naming convention

Drive B: (image directories and files only) 
10_Family (photos for catalog 1)
20_2007 (photos for catalog 2)
30_2012 (photos for catalog 3)
40_2015 (photos for catalog 4: name = 150101)

      

ORDER

1



2. Directory structure and file naming convention

Drive B: (image directories and files only) 
10_Family (photos for catalog 1)
20_2007 (photos for catalog 2)
30_2012 (photos for catalog 3)
40_2015 (photos for catalog 4: name = 150101)

       2015
       2016
       2017
          

ORDER

1
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2. Directory structure and file naming convention

Drive B: (image directories and files only) 
10_Family (photos for catalog 1)
20_2007 (photos for catalog 2)
30_2012 (photos for catalog 3)
40_2015 (photos for catalog 4: name = 150101)

       2015
       2016
       2017
           170110_BRPW_Sunset-Sunrise
           170218_WestVirginia_Waterfalls
           170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers
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2. Directory structure and file naming convention

Drive B: (image directories and files only) 
10_Family (photos for catalog 1)
20_2007 (photos for catalog 2)
30_2012 (photos for catalog 3)
40_2015 (photos for catalog 4: name = 150101)

       2015
       2016
       2017
           170110_BRPW_Sunset-Sunrise
           170218_WestVirginia_Waterfalls
           170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_001.jpg
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_002.jpg
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_003.jpg

ORDER

1

2

3

4



2. Directory structure and file naming convention

1. Design and organize image database structure 
before loading images into digital image 
processing system 

2. The sub-directory naming convention and the 
file naming convention are identical! 

3. Sub-directory: YYMMDD_Where_What  
(YYMMDD = date of first photograph of shoot) 
160825_Naramore_StormDamage (no catalog) 

4. Image file name in sub-directory:         
YYMMDD_Where_What_sequence no.type 

5. Example image file name:
170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_003.jpg



2. Directory structure and file naming convention

Drive B: (image directories and files only) 
10_Family (photos for catalog 1)
20_2007 (photos for catalog 2)
30_2012 (photos for catalog 3)
40_2015 (photos for catalog 4: name = 150101)

       2015
       2016
       2017
           170110_BRPW_Sunset-Sunrise
           170218_WestVirginia_Waterfalls
           170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_001.jpg
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_002.jpg
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_003.jpg

ORDER

1

2

3

4



Screen Capture 
of  Drive B:



Screen Capture 
of  Drive B:







3. Pre-shoot checklist

1. Ensure that default image file prescript 
name is unique for each camera 

2. Synchronize date/time group on all cameras 
(I don’t mess with resetting for daylight 
savings time.  But I do reset date/time group 
for international time zones.) 

3. Format memory cards in camera 
4. Charge numbered batteries 
5. Clean lenses and filters 
6. Accumulate trinkets: filters, cable release, 

flash, tripod, knee-pad, etc.



3a. During/After-shoot checklist

1. While shooting, DO NOT delete images in 
camera (or delete only last image) 

2. Discharge and cycle, in sequence, 
numbered batteries 

3. Process all imagery immediately after 
photo-shoot 

4. Recharge batteries 
5. Reformat all memory cards in camera (after 

image data are processed and backed up on 
two different hard-drives)



4. Upload image data from camera to computer

1. Use card reader (not camera), to copy folder 1 
from card 1 to drive D: (directory on drive D: is 
temporary directory) 

2. Copy images (not the folder) from folder 2 on 
card 2 and paste into folder 1 on drive D: 

3. Copy images (not the folder) from folder 3 on 
card 3 and paste into folder 1 on drive D: 

4. Rename folder 1 (with all images) on drive D: 
using “YYMMDD_Where_What” convention  

5. Images on drive D: are NOT automatically 
backed up to Apple Time Machine on drive C: 
(but remain on SD & CF cards)

Images should be stored external to 
catalog, NOT internal within catalog.



1. Computer and hard-drive configuration

-A:- 
SSD

-B:- 
2 Tb

-C:- 
Time Machine 

Backup 
3 Tb

-D:- 
3 Tb

-E:- 
3 Tb

SD & CF 
Card Reader

Directory format: 
“YYMMDD_Where_What”

Apple 
27-inch 

iMac 
(dual monitor)



5. Process and save image data

1. Load image editor/catalog into computer: 
Lightroom, Capture One, PC Image Editor, 
Photoshop, Luminar, Affinity Photo, GIMP, (look 
for nondestructive or “free on-line image 
editors”) 

2. Load images from temporary directory on drive 
D: into image editor/catalog 

3. Sort all images by date/time — NOT by name 
4. Rename all images using sub-directory format: 

“YYMMDD_Where_What_001.jpg” (time sorted) 
5. Copy temporary directory on drive D: to 

permanent directory on drive E: (TOTAL shoot)



1. Computer and hard-drive configuration

-A:- 
SSD

-B:- 
2 Tb

-C:- 
Time Machine 

Backup 
3 Tb

-D:- 
3 Tb

-E:- 
3 Tb

SD & CF 
Card Reader

All renumbered images stored on 
drive E: for posterity “_TOTAL”

Apple 
27-inch 

iMac 
(dual monitor)



6. Rate all images: 0 to 5 star (default is 2 star)
7. Delete 0-star culls from catalog and temporary 

directory on drive D: (these guys go to “trash” and 
are gone from catalog and drive D: forever — but 
remain on drive E: under “_TOTAL” sub-directory)

8. Edit best images: adjust saturation, exposure, 
contrast, sharpness, crop, clone, etc. (these 
instructions are saved in catalog; original images 
on drive D: remain unchanged)

8.1. Select images to external edit in NIK, Topaz, etc.
8.2. Export jpgs using the following format: 

“YYMMDD_Where_What_045x1.jpg”
8.3. Edit in NIK or Topaz and save using x1, x2, x3
8.4. Copy to temporary catalog directory on drive D:
8.5. “Synchronize” library in catalog on drive D:

5. Process and save image data (continued)



5. Process and save image data (continued)

9. Assign titles and keywords to 5-star images: 
waterfall, sunset, sunrise, birds, proc, b&w, 
HDR, location, name, 5-6-7 star (stored in 
catalog — can then search entire catalog.)

10. Select best (5-star) images for output project
11. Reorder 5-star images for slideshow/web/book
12. Export jpg images into “reordered” directory 

for slideshow/web/book using following format 
to ensure that images are sorted in proper 
order:  

X001_YYMMDD_Where_What_021.jpg
X002_YYMMDD_Where_What_014.jpg

13. Copy and store “reordered” directory on 
drives D: & E:



1. Computer and hard-drive configuration

-A:- 
SSD

-B:- 
2 Tb

-C:- 
Time Machine 

Backup 
3 Tb

-D:- 
3 Tb

-E:- 
3 Tb

SD & CF 
Card Reader

Reordered images stored on 
drives D: & E: for posterity

Apple 
27-inch 

iMac 
(dual monitor)



5. Process and save image data (continued)

14. Copy temporary (and substantially trimmed) 
image sub-directory from drive D: to drive B: 
for permanent archive and Time Machine 
backup on drive C: 

15. All images from photo-shoot remain on drive E: 
in “YYMMDD_Where_What_TOTAL” sub-
directory for future processing, if necessary



1. Computer and hard-drive configuration

-A:- 
SSD

-B:- 
2 Tb

-C:- 
Time Machine 

Backup 
3 Tb

-D:- 
3 Tb

-E:- 
3 Tb

SD & CF 
Card Reader

Apple 
27-inch 

iMac 
(dual monitor)

Copy final, processed, renumbered 
images to drive B: and backed up 

to drive C: every hour



2. Directory structure and file naming convention

Drive B: (image directories and files only) 
10_Family (photos for catalog 1)
20_2007 (photos for catalog 2)
30_2012 (photos for catalog 3)
40_2015 (photos for catalog 4: name = 150101)

       2015
       2016
       2017
           170110_BRPW_Sunset-Sunrise
           170218_WestVirginia_Waterfalls
           170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_001.jpg
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_002.jpg
               170310_GSMNP_Wildflowers_003.jpg

ORDER

1

2

3

4



5. Process and save image data (continued)

16. Rename (or delete) old temporary image 
directory on drive D: so it will not be referenced 
by catalog (add prefix “xxx” to directory name)

17. In catalog, “locate” moved image directory on 
drive B: to be referenced by catalog in future

18. Back up catalog to drive B: and exit catalog
19. System will automatically back up updated 

catalog and image directory from drive B: to 
drive C: using Time Machine every hour

20. Post images in “reordered” directory to web 
site, slideshow, or make a book

21. Empty “trash” images removed from catalog on 
drive D:

22. Just how easy can it be!
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Thank you!

www.TomCarrollPhotography.com


